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The Case Manager's Survival Guide: Toni C. Cesta 2016-08-02 Revised, updated, expanded edition of essential book for case managers in nursing, healthcare and related fields, including new information on ACA implementation and the importance of patient-centered care; strategies for dealing with managed care policies, including compliance and regulatory issues; and principles needed to improve case manager-client interaction. This resource helps professionals stay up-to-date with changes in the field and provides guidance for improving their skills. Available now.
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Compact Clinical Guide to Acute Pain Management—Younae M D'Arcy, MS, CRNP, CNS 2011-02-24 This book is a comprehensive, very specific, clinical guide for health care providers... "Dimensions of Case Nursing" This well-written and well-organized book is a much needed 'middle ground' resource between oversimplified introductions to pain management and a thick textbook."—Clinical Nurse Specialist "The Compact Clinical Guide to Acute Pain Management provides an excellent overview of the process of pain management for adult patients in any setting."—Critical Care Nurse This book provides much-needed guidelines that are presented in an easy-to-use, systematic format for quick access to core concepts on acute pain management. It is designed to help busy practitioners accurately assess pain in a variety of patient populations, and select appropriate pharmacological and interventions to achieve optimal pain management for adult patients. Intended for use in primary care, internal medicine, and acute- and long-term care settings, this book covers the topics of acute pain assessment, both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatment options, current information from national guidelines, along with regional anesthetics techniques, patient-controlled analgesia, and epidural pain management. Key Features: Offers important new perspective on combination use of pain scales to accurately predict individual pain management needs for more customized and effective management Delivers information on how to treat acute pain in hospitalized patients who also suffer from chronic pain and substance abuse Offers new information on opioid polypharmacy and their surprising effect on pain medication effectiveness Includes a special chapter on managing pain in difficult-to-treat patient populations This is an essential reference for primary care providers in clinics, hospitals, specialty care, and critical care to assess pain in general populations and provide tips for performing pain assessment on patients with acute pain.

Improving Healthcare Quality in Europe Characteristics, Effectiveness and Implementation of Different Strategies—OECD 2019-10-17 This volume, developed by the Observatory together with OECD, provides an overall conceptual framework for understanding and applying strategies aimed at improving quality of care. Crucially, it summarizes available evidence on different quality strategies and provides recommendations for their implementation. This book is intended to help policy-makers to understand concepts of quality and to support them to evaluate simple strategies and combinations of strategies.

The Practice of Case Management—Peter Camilleri 2020-07-16 Case management is used across a diverse range of organisational settings, from child protection to aged care; disability services; acute and community health; courts and correctional services; employment services; veterans; and immigration services. However, case management is not always successfully implemented, and practitioners often feel they are not given sufficient support. The Practice of Case Management draws on extensive practice research to identify the key characteristics of successful case management: organisational support; delivering effective service provision and offering practical strategies for practitioners in the case management process to facilitate negotiation, accountability and the achievement of positive outcomes.

Social Work Case Management—Michael J. Holosko 2017-01-30 Social Work Case Management: Case Studies From the Frontlines by Michael J. Holosko is an innovative book that equips readers with the knowledge and skills they need to be effective case management practitioners in a variety of health and human service organizations. A must-read for students and professionals in social work, this important work introduces a unique Task-Centered Case Management Model built around the unifying principles of the profession—person-in-environment, strengths-based work, and ecological perspective. Over twenty case studies by case managers and social work educators provide innovative practice insights, illustrating the practice roles and responsibilities of today's case managers and the realities of conducting case management in today's growing, exciting, and challenging field.

Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioner—Leslie Nea Bolyard 2011-11-28 Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioners is a key resource for advance practice nurses and graduate students testing their skills in assessing, diagnosing, and managing cases in family and primary care. Composed of more than 70 cases ranging from common to unique, the book compiles years of experience from experts in the field. It is organized/diagnosologically, presenting cases from neonatal to pediatric to a standard approach built on the SOAP format. This includes a differential diagnosis and a series of critical thinking questions for self-assessment or classroom use.

Nursing Case Management—Elaine Lieben Cohen 1993 A resource for nurse managers and clinicians with a guide to assessing an organization's readiness for nursing case management. This is the second edition, which gives information on how to prepare an action plan and evaluate its success. New topics include ethical and technological issues.
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